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Year 10 – Information and Software Technology – 2010 

Software Development Project – Self-Directed Learning Project 

Date Due: Tuesday, 24th August 2010 Weighting: 20% Team Member: Roydon Ng 

Project Component One: Goal Identification – Weighting 5%  Mark: __________ 

Task Name Credit Value Quantity Comments 

Visual Basic Tutorial 30 Credits 1 “Google Translate” from Reflection for Brain 

Application Video Tutorial 30 Credits 1 “Creating a PDF Reader” 

Visual Basic Project 70 Credits 2 “Sudoku” and “Word Processor” 

Klik n Play Project 70 Credits 1 “CD-Audio Player” using Games Factory 

Elastomania Level 10 Credits 1 1 Level 

TOTAL 280 6  

Project Component Two: Goal Performance – Weighting 10%  Mark: __________ 

Project Component Three: Goal Deliverables – Weighting 50%  Mark: __________ 

Task Name Credits Mark Date Submitted/Graded 

Visual Basic Tutorial 30 Credits 100% Monday 23
rd

 August 2010 

Application Video Tutorial 30 Credits 100% Monday 16
th

 August 2010 

Visual Basic Project (1) 70 Credits 100% Monday 23
rd

 August 2010 

Visual Basic Project (2) 70 Credits 

Klik n Play Project 70 Credits 98% Monday 16
th

 August 2010 

Elastomania Level 10 Credits 100% Monday 23
rd

 August 2010 

TOTAL (top 100 credits) 100%  

Project Component Four: Task Documentation – Weighting 25%  Mark: __________ 

Task Name Depth Mark Date Submitted 

Visual Basic Tutorial 183 words      Tuesday 24
th

 August 

Application Video Tutorial 211 words  Tuesday 24
th

 August 

Visual Basic Project (1 & 2) 268 words  Tuesday 24
th

 August 

Klik n Play Project 204 words  Tuesday 24
th

 August 

Elastomania Level 91 words  Tuesday 24
th

 August 

TOTAL 957 words  Tuesday 24
th

 August 

Project Component Five: Task Glossary – Weighting 10%   Mark: __________ 

Task Name Glossary Mark Date Submitted 

Application Video Tutorial  12 Words  Tuesday 24
th

 August 

Visual Basic Tutorial 18 Words  Tuesday 24
th

 August 

Visual Basic Project (1 & 2)  Tuesday 24
th

 August 

Klik n Play Project 16 Words  Tuesday 24
th

 August 

Elastomania Level 8 Words  Tuesday 24
th

 August 

TOTAL 54 Words  Tuesday 24
th

 August 
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LEARNING JOURNAL 

Project Component One: Goal Identification – Weighting 5%  Mark: __________ 

  
Visual Basic 2008 

Express 
Games Factory (KNP) 

BB FlashBack & 

Movie Maker 
Elastomania 

Project Component Two: Goal Performance – Weighting 10%  Mark: __________ 

          

Project Component Three: Goal Deliverables – Weighting 50%  Mark: __________ 

   

VB Tutorial: Google Translator 
Make a Video Tutorial: Create a 

PDF Reader in VB 2008 
VB Project: Sudoku 

 
   

VB Project: Word Processor KNP Project: CD-Audio Player Elastomania: Level 

Project Component Four: Task Documentation – Weighting 25%  Mark: __________ 

Write a paragraph about your experiences during each project task. 

1. VB Tutorial: Google Translator 

The internet has been dominated by the ever expanding Google Inc. Google has been able to offer many 

services to the general public. The website Reflection for Brain as I have discovered through class has 

been able to provide me with interesting tutorials about programming in Visual Basic. Reflection for 

Brain recently updated its tutorials to include Google’s API and a template for Google’s Translate as an 
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offline program in VB. I immediately took advantage of this opportunity to combine programming with 

the internet. Reflection for Brain offered little background into Google functions in Visual Basic, so after 

several attempts I was able to successfully build my first version of ‘Google Translate’. The interface 

originally seemed too bland and lacked any real text processing cabilitilies. As a result I added in the 

standard word processing functions to allow the editing, importatation and exporting of text into and 

from my Google Translate application. Coding the compents for Google Translate was not a straight 

forward task but after numerous attempts and failed builds, I have been able to compile a debugged 

version of the program. 

2. Video Tutorial: Creating a PDF Reader 

Although making video tutorials is relatively for me to make easy for myself, I decided to merge my 

visual basic and video skills to produce a video tutorial. I choose to make a tutorial on ‘Creating a PDF 

Reader’ because it involved many elements of Visual Basic from form design, component configuration 

to command dialogs. I used the first lessons of Term 3 to venture deep into Visual Basic 2008 Express 

and discovered that Microsoft had expanded its compatibility and support for many other software 

applications. The COM Components configuration drew my attention to the possibilities of including 3
rd

 

party plug-in into VB. Adobe PDF Reader is a relatively simple and straight forward applet so I decided to 

use my knowledge of the Visual Basic  to create buttons and hyperlinks. I was able to design and create 

the project whilst recording the footage using BB FlashBack. The final video took three takes as the 

recording mode was incorrectly set on the first attempt and the video driver crashed half way through 

the second take. So after editing the 3
rd

 take in Windows Movie Make and adding music and rendering it 

into a executable file, I had produced a good copy of my video tutorial on Creating a PDF Reader in VB. 

3. Visual Basic Projects: Sudoku & Word Processor 

I decided to expand on my Visual Basic skills and challenge myself by attempting two VB projects. I 

wanted to involve both literacy and numeracy in my Visual Basic projects through my Word Processor 

and Sudoku applications. After extensively studying Visual Basic 2008’s features compared to Visual 

Basic 6, I set out to create an application to rival Microsoft’s Notepad that was smaller and with similar 

functions. One of my achievements in creating my Word Processor is that it is able to handle Rich Text 

Files and Images, unlike Notepad which only supported plain text with minimal formatting. Other new 

additions that I included in my Word Processor are the font color and text alignment options. 

Since I am a frequent newspaper reader, I have often noticed the Sudoku puzzle to a very mathematical 

game. After undertaking some online research into mathematical operations in Visual Basic 2008, I 

planned to create a Sudoku program in VB that could help solve and check Sudoku puzzles. The logic is 

similar to a Sudoku solver I once had as an excel spreadsheet. Making the form for my Sudoku 

application was an easy task as it involved several buttons, and eighty-one text boxes. The coding for the 

Sudoku application was more difficult that in the Word Processor as it required the used of more tests 

for data. After a beta test run, I decided to upgrade the save ability from a set filename and path to a 

Save File Dialog prompt options. There were several issues when creating the save file function as it 

proved tricky to create a definitive file type. 
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4. Klik n Play (Clickteam) Project: CD-Audio Player 

Clickteam’s Klik & Play along with The Games Factory Pro have always been one of my favorite 

application creation software’s. I have been able to manipulate Games Factory in a number of ways to 

use it as a graphical tool in building easy to use and practical computer applications. As it is possible to 

use multimedia files inside KNP and TGF games, I concluded that the same process must be able to 

create a program that both uses hardware and software elements of computing. After investigating that 

active content features inside Games Factory, a new idea came to mind. My choice to make a CD Audio 

player is because firstly wanted to use a game editor to create a variety of programs and to use simple 

but effective programming to make a multimedia playback experience. Designing the level in the level 

editor was quite simple as it only involved text, graphics and buttons and of course the CD component. 

Setting the events was trickier as it involved calculating the track numbers and rendering the CD 

information into the program. This involved some equations to successfully control the track playback. I 

completed the task by packaging the program into an executable installation file for Windows. 

5. Elastomania: Level 

After creating all of the Visual Basic programs and spending long hours on coding, I used Elastomania to 

relax and in the process create a level in the editor. My level is supposed to be a downward maze with a 

spiral revolution at the end. It challenged me when testing the level as I could not complete it on my first 

attempt. Some topographical and image positioning errors resulted in my level taking a little longer to 

complete but overall it was fun and exciting to play my own Elastomania level. 

Project Component Five: Task Glossary – Weighting 10%   Mark: __________ 

Project Task Term Definition 

VB 2008 .NET Framework 3.5 Microsoft’s developer framework for VB programming 

Accept Button Accept buttons respond whenever Enter is pressed 

Allow Drop Indicates if the form accepts data dropped by user 

Application Settings Maps property settings to an application config file 

AutoScroll Indicates if the object will move to show out of bounds 

Cancel Button Cancel buttons respond whenever Esc is pressed 

Class Library A VB class library (*.dll File) 

Console Application A command-line application 

Form Application An application with a Windows user interface 

Locked Determines whether user can alter the form’s display 

Padding Specifies the interior padding of the form 

Properties Controls the feature settings for each object and form 

Solution Explorer Displays and lists all files associated with the project 

Toolbox Contains controls and form objects for Windows forms 

Transparency Key A color that appears transparent when painted on form 

Windows State Determines the initial visual state of the form 

WPF Application Windows Presentation Foundation client application 

WPF Browser Application Windows Presentation Foundation browser application 

Video Tutorial AVI Audio Video Interlaced file which is usually large in size 

Capture Driver The software component used to record screen action 
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Deskband Items in the taskbar on the right are deskabanded 

Dimensions The height and width of a window, screen or form 

DirectX Microsoft’s special video compression codex 

Embedding Permanently importing a file into a 3
rd

 party file system 

EXE Executable files usually containing software programs 

Flash A video playback format that is compatible with all PCs 

Key Presses/strokes The keys a users has inputted using their keyboard 

Quick Time MOV Quick Time MOV can be used for online streaming 

Wizard A series of step by step informative guide prompts 

WMV Windows Media Video has better compression than AVI 

KNP & TGF Actions Actions generate the effects in your games 

Active objects Moving objects such as missiles or banners 

Backdrops For the background areas of your screens 

Counters Stores and displays numbers and values in the program 

Events Events supply the intelligence and are used regularly. 

INI  Windows INI files allow users to input and output status 

Lives and Scores Displays the player’s current status 

MCI Media Control Interface 

Menu Line Drop down menus allow users to choose commands 

Midi Music Music that is recorded from naturally occurring sounds 

Objects Raw materials for backgrounds, titles, or game screens 

Separator A spacer line between your various items. 

Stand-alone Programs that do not need its core components to run 

Step Through Editor A wizard in KNP/TGF that check and sets conditions 

Text Titles, messages, and captions 

Wave Music A non-compressed music file 

Elastomania  Background Objects or items behind the user’s moving controls 

Editor A program’s main area of compiling or building 

Gravity The force that attracts objects to a certain direction 

Lock Locking files restricts editing as it is a final read only file 

Picture Artwork that decorates the level usually as background 

Polygon Blocks of platform that form irregular shapes 

Topography The scenery or landscape that forms that platforms 

Vertex The points or corners in a polygon shape platform 

 


